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Abstract
The role of double space is essential in new interpretation of T-duality and con-
sequently in an attempt to construct M-theory. The case of open string is missing
in such approach because until now there have been no appropriate formulation of
open string T-duality. In the previous paper [1], we showed how to introduce vector
gauge fields AN
a
and AD
i
at the end-points of open string in order to enable open string
invariance under local gauge transformations of the Kalb-Ramond field and its T-dual
”restricted general coordinate transformations”. We demonstrated that gauge fields
ANa and A
D
i
are T-dual to each other. In the present article we prove that all above
results can be interpreted as coordinate permutations in double space.
1 Introduction
It is well known that the M-theory unifies all five consistent superstring theories by web
of T and S dualities. In order to formulate the M-theory we should construct one theory
which contain the initial theory (any of the five consistent) and all corresponding dual
ones.
The 2D dimensional double space with the coordinates ZM = (xµ, yµ) (which com-
ponents are the coordinates of initial space xµ and its T-dual yµ) offers many benefits in
interpretation of T-duality. In fact in such a space, the T-duality transformations can be
realized simply by exchanging places of some coordinates xa, along which we performed
T-duality and the corresponding dual coordinates ya [2, 3]. It contains the initial and all
corresponding T-dual theories. Realization of such program for T-duality in the bosonic
case has been done: for flat background in Ref.[2] and for the weakly curved background,
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with linear dependence on coordinates, in Ref.[3]. We hoping that S-duality, which can be
understood as transformation of dilaton background field, can be successfully incorporated
in such procedure.
T-duality for superstrings is non-trivial extension of the bosonic case. In Ref.[4] we
extended such approach to the type II theories. In fact, doubling all bosonic coordinates
we have unified types IIA and IIB theories. The formulation of M-theory should include
T-dualization along fermionic variables, also. T-dualization along all fermionic coordinates
in fermionic double space (where we doubled all fermionic variables) has been considered
in Ref.[5] .
The remaining step is to extended interpretation of T-duality in double space (which
we earlier propose for the case of the closed string) to the case of the open string, also.
This will be done in the present article.
The difference between open and closed string appears at the open string end points.
Until recently, background fields along Neumann and Dirichlet directions ANa and A
D
i (N
and D denote components with Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions) are treated
in different way [6, 7]. The Neumann vector field has been introduced in the Lagrangian
trough the coupling with x˙a. On the other hand, Dirichlet vector field has been introduced
as a consistency conditions without contributions to the Lagrangian. In order to realize
double space formulation in the open string case we should treat both Neumann and
Dirichlet vector fields in the same way. This has recently been done in Ref.[1].
In Refs.[8] it has been shown how to introduce vector gauge fields ANa in order that
open string retained symmetries of the closed string. Note that according to Ref.[1], beside
well known local gauge invariance of the Kalb-Ramond field we used its T-dual ”restricted
general coordinate transformations”, which includes transformations of background fields
but not include transformations of the coordinates. So, above interpretation of the T-
duality in double space will confirm expressions for T-dual closed string background fields
Gµν and Bµν (as in Refs.[2, 3]) and gives the same expressions for T-dual vector fields
⋆AaD and
⋆AiN as that obtained in Refs.[1] with Buscher’s procedure.
2 T-duality of the open string
In this section we will introduce some known features of the bosonic string and shortly
repeat main results of Ref.[1]. We will adapt T-duality to be in compliance with boundary
conditions on the open string end-points.
We will consider vector gauge fields: ANa with Neumann boundary conditions which
compensate not implemented gauge symmetry of the Kalb-Ramond field at the open string
end-points and ADi with Dirichlet boundary conditions, which compensate not imple-
mented restricted general coordinate transformations at the open string end-points. We
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will show that field ADi is T-dual to the A
N
a one, as well as the general coordinate trans-
formations are T-dual to gauge symmetry.
2.1 Closed and open Bosonic string
Let us start with the action for closed bosonic string [9, 10, 8]
S[x] = κ
∫
Σ
d2ξ
√−g
[1
2
gαβGµν [x] +
ǫαβ√−gBµν [x]
]
∂αx
µ∂βx
ν , (ε01 = −1) . (2.1)
It propagates in D-dimensional space-time with background defined by the space metric
Gµν and the Kalb-Ramond field Bµν . We denoted the string coordinates by x
µ(ξ), µ =
0, 1, ...,D − 1 and the intrinsic world-sheet metric by gαβ. The integration goes over
two-dimensional world-sheet Σ with coordinates ξα (ξ0 = τ, ξ1 = σ).
In the conformal gauge gαβ = e
2F ηαβ this action can be rewritten in terms of light-cone
coordinates ξ± = 12(τ ± σ), ∂± = ∂τ ± ∂σ as
S = κ
∫
Σ
d2ξ ∂+x
µΠ+µν∂−x
ν , (2.2)
with following combination of background fields
Π±µν = Bµν ± 1
2
Gµν . (2.3)
In the string theory, variation of the action (2.2) with respect to xµ produces not only
equation of motion
∂+∂−x
µ +
(
Γµνρ −Bµνρ
)
∂+x
ν∂−x
ρ = 0 , (2.4)
but also boundary conditions
γ(0)µ (x)δx
µ/σ=π − γ(0)µ (x)δxµ/σ=0 = 0 , (2.5)
where Γµνρ is Christoffel symbol and we introduce useful variable
γ(0)µ (x) ≡
δS
δx′µ
= κ
[
2Bµν x˙
ν −Gµνx′ν
]
. (2.6)
From now on, we will denote boundary of the open string with ∂Σ, so that relation (2.5)
we can rewrite as
γ(0)µ (x)δx
µ/∂Σ = 0 . (2.7)
As a consequence of periodicity, the boundary conditions are trivially satisfied in the
closed string case. In the open string case there are two different ways to satisfy boundary
conditions. For some coordinates xa (a = 0, 1, · · · , p) we will chose Neumann boundary
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conditions, when variations of string end points δxa/∂Σ are arbitrary and for the rest ones
xi (i = p + 1, · · · ,D − 1) we will chose Dirichlet boundary conditions, when edges of the
string are fixed x˙i/∂Σ = 0 . In order to satisfy Neumann boundary conditions according
to (2.5) we should take γ
(0)
a (x)/∂Σ = 0.
It s well known that closed string theory is invariant under following infinitesimal
transformations: local gauge transformations of the Kalb-Ramond field
δΛGµν = 0 , δΛBµν = ∂µΛν − ∂νΛµ , (2.8)
and general coordinate transformations
δξGµν = −2 (Dµξν +Dνξµ) , δξBµν = −2 ξρBρµν + 2∂µ(Bνρξρ)− 2∂ν(Bµρξρ) . (2.9)
These transformations are connected by T-duality [11, 1]. Let us stress that according to
Ref.[1] we are not going to add transformations of the coordinates to (2.9). So, we will
call this ”restricted general coordinate transformations”.
Both above symmetries are failed at the open string end-points. In order to restore
these symmetries the gauge fields have to be introduced. To restore local gauge symmetry
we introduce the vector fields ANa with Neumann boundary conditions (see Ref.[8]), while
to restore restricted general coordinate transformations we introduce the vector fields
ADi with Dirichlet boundary conditions (see Ref.[1]). Note that as a consequence of the
boundary conditions only parts of these gauge fields survive.
So, the action for open bosonic string with above boundary conditions is [1]
Sopen[x] = κ
∫
Σ d
2ξ∂
+
xµ
∏
+µν ∂−x
ν + 2κ
∫
∂Σ dτ
(
ANa [x]x˙
a − 1
κ
ADi [x]G
−1ijγ
(0)
j (x)
)
= κ
∫
Σ d
2ξ∂
+
xµ
∏
+µν ∂−x
ν + 2κηαβ
∫
∂Σ dτAαµ[x] ∂βxµ , (2.10)
where following Ref.[1] we introduced effective variables A±µ(V ) = {A±a(V ),A±i(V )}
defined as
A±a(V ) ≡ ANa (V ) , A±i(V ) = 2Π∓ijG−1jkADk (V ) , (2.11)
and for simplicity we assumed that the metric tensor has a form
Gµν =
(
Gab 0
0 Gij
)
. (2.12)
We introduced pair of effective vector fields Aαµ = {A0µ ,A1µ} instead of initial one
Aµ = {ANa , ADi }. So, we doubled the number of vector fields, but there are two constraints
on the effective vector fields
A1a(V ) = 0 , A0i(V ) = −(BG−1)ijA1j(V )−A1i(G−1BV ) . (2.13)
In the literature ANa [x] is known as massless vector field on Dp-brane while A
D
i [x] is
known as massless scalar oscillations orthogonal to the Dp-brane.
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2.2 Choice of background
The space-time equations of motion are consequence of absence of the conformal anomaly.
For the closed string case in the lowest order in slope parameter α′, it produces [12]
βGµν ≡ Rµν −
1
4
BµρσB
ρσ
ν + 2Dµ∂νΦ = 0,
βBµν ≡ DρBρµν − 2∂ρΦBρµν = 0,
βΦ ≡ 4(∂Φ)2 − 4Dµ∂µΦ+ 1
12
BµνρB
µνρ + 4πκ(D − 26)/3 −R = 0 . (2.14)
Here Bµνρ = ∂µBνρ + ∂νBρµ + ∂ρBµν is the field strength of the Kalb-Ramond field Bµν ,
and Rµν and Dµ are Ricci tensor and covariant derivative with respect to space-time
metric.
With the same reason, for open string case there are additional space-time equations
of motion [13]. In our notation they take a form
βa ≡ −12Bab∂bΦ+ G−1E bc∂cBba + G−1E bc(12BadBdbeBec +KµacBµν∂bf ν) = 0 ,
βµ ≡ 12∂µΦ+ G−1E ab(12BbcBµac −Kµab) = 0 , (2.15)
where
Bab = Bab − 2(∂iADj + ∂jADi ) , GEab = Gab − 4BacG−1cdBdb , (2.16)
and Kµab is extrinsic curvature.
We will consider the simplest solutions of the closed string part
Gµν = const , Bµν = const , Φ = const , D = 26 , (2.17)
which satisfies equations (2.14). For the open string part (2.15), we will assume that vector
fields are linear in coordinates [1]
ANa (x) = A
0
a −
1
2
F
(a)
ab x
b , ADi (x) = A
0
i −
1
4
F
(s)
ij x
j , (2.18)
so that corresponding field strengths are constant. The infinitesimal coefficients F
(a)
ab and
F
(s)
ij are defined as
F
(a)
ab = ∂aA
N
b − ∂bANa , F (s)ij = −2(∂iADj + ∂jADi ) . (2.19)
Note that the F
(a)
ab is antisymmetric in a, b indices while the F
(s)
ij is symmetric in i, j
indices. Since we are working with plane Dp-brane the extrinsic curvature is zero and
because Φ, Bab and GEab are constant, both βa and βµ vanish.
So, our choice of background fields (2.17) and (2.18) satisfy all space-time equations
of motion.
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2.3 Sigma-model T-duality of the open string
The T-dualization procedure of the theory described by the action (2.10) with background
fields (2.17) and (2.18) has been performed in Ref.[1]. The T-dualization of the vector
background fields ANa and A
D
i is nontrivial because these fields are coordinate dependent
and it is not possible to apply standard Buscher’s procedure. Instead, T-dualization
procedure of the Ref.[22], which work in absence of global symmetry, has been applied.
So, applying T-dualization procedure along all coordinates, the T-dual action has been
obtained
⋆S[y] = κ
2
2
∫
Σ d
2ξ ∂+yµθ
µν
− ∂−yν + 2κ
∫
∂Σ dτ
(
ADi (V )G
−1ij y˙j − 1κANa (V ) ⋆γa(0)
)
= κ
2
2
∫
Σ d
2ξ ∂+yµθ
µν
− ∂−yν + 2κη
αβ
∫
∂Σ dτ
⋆Aiα(V )∂βyi , (2.20)
where
θµν± ≡ −
2
κ
(G−1E Π±G
−1)µν = θµν ∓ 1
κ
(G−1E )
µν , (2.21)
and
GEµν ≡ Gµν − 4(BG−1B)µν , θµν ≡ −
2
κ
(G−1E BG
−1)µν , (2.22)
are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of θµν± . In the literature, G
E
µν is known as open
string metric and θµν as non-commutative parameter.
Because T-dual action (2.20) should has the same form as the initial one (2.10) but in
terms of T-dual fields we can express T-dual background fields in terms of initial ones
⋆Πµν+ =
κ
2
θµν− ,
⋆AaD(V ) = G
−1ab
E A
N
b (V ) ,
⋆AiN (V ) = G
−1ijADj (V ) . (2.23)
The first relation can be rewrite as
⋆Gµν = (G−1E )
µν , ⋆Bµν =
κ
2
θµν . (2.24)
Note that the T-dual vector background fields depend not on yµ but on
V µ = −κ θµνyν +G−1µνE y˜ν , (2.25)
which is function on both yµ and its double
y˜µ =
∫
(dτy′µ + dσy˙µ) . (2.26)
With the help of (2.23) we can find effective T-dual vector fields in analogy with
relation (2.11)
⋆Aa±(V ) = 2 ⋆Πab∓ ⋆G−1bc ⋆AcD(V ) = κ θab±ANb (V ) , ⋆Ai±(V ) = ⋆AiN (V ) = G−1ijADi (V ) .(2.27)
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We introduced two effective T-dual vector fields ⋆Aµα = {⋆Aµ0 , ⋆Aµ1} instead of initial
one ⋆Aµ = {⋆AaD , ⋆AiN}, but we have two constraints
⋆Aa0(V ) = −2(⋆B⋆G−1)ab⋆Ab1(V ) = 2(G−1B)ab⋆Ab1(V ) ,
⋆Ai1(V ) = 0 . (2.28)
For initial and T-dual open strings boundary conditions at the string end-points take
a form
γ(0)µ δx
µ/∂Σ = 0 ,
⋆γµ(0)δyµ/∂Σ = 0 . (2.29)
Here γ
(0)
µ (defined in (2.6) for closed string) now obtains new infinitesimal term
γ(0)µ (x) ≡
δS
δx′µ
= κ
[
2Bµν x˙
ν −Gµνx′ν − 2A1ν∆(σ)
]
= κ
[
2Bµν x˙
ν −Gµνx′ν + 2ADi ∆(σ)
]
,
(2.30)
while for T-dual theory we have
⋆γµ(0)(y) ≡
δ ⋆S
δy′µ
= κ
[
2⋆Bµν y˙ν − ⋆Gµνy′ν − 2 ⋆Aν1∆(σ)
]
= κ
[
κθµν y˙ν − (G−1E )µνy′ν + 2G−1abE ANb ∆(σ)
]
,(2.31)
where ∆(σ) ≡ δ(σ − π)− δ(σ).
The terms with vector field ADi in (2.30) and A
N
b (2.31) are irrelevant in the expressions
for actions (2.10) and (2.20), because they appear as infinitesimal of the second order
terms.
2.4 T-duality transformations of the open string
T-dual transformation lows for the open string, connecting the initial and corresponding
T-dual variables take the form [1]
∂±x
µ ∼= −κθµν± ∂±yν ± 4κθµν± A±ν(V )∆(σ) , (2.32)
∂±yµ ∼= −2Π∓µν∂±xν ± 4A±µ(x)∆(σ) ,
where the symbol ∼= denotes the T-duality relation.
In fact the second transformation (2.32) can be obtained after T-dualization the T-dual
action (2.20). The relations (2.32) are inverse to each other. Both transformations differ
from the closed string ones by the infinitesimal term which contains vector background
fields A±µ.
In terms of covariant derivatives
D±x
µ = ∂±x
µ + 2(G−1)µνA±ν∆(σ) , D±yµ = ∂±yµ + 2(⋆G−1)µν⋆Aν±∆(σ) , (2.33)
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we can rewrite the transformations (2.32) in a simple form
D±x
µ ∼= −κθµν± D±yν , D±yµ ∼= −2Π∓µνD±xν . (2.34)
From first equation (2.32) we can find the T-dual transformation laws for x˙µ and x′µ
x˙µ ∼= −κθµν
[
y˙ν − 4A1ν∆(σ)
]
+G−1E
µν
[
y′ν − 4A0ν∆(σ)
]
= −κθµν y˙ν +G−1E µνy′ν + 4 ⋆Aµ1∆(σ) (2.35)
x′µ ∼= −κθµν
[
y′ν − 4A0ν∆(σ)
]
+G−1E
µν
[
y˙ν − 4A1ν∆(σ)
]
= −κθµνy′ν +G−1E µν y˙ν + 4 ⋆Aµ0∆(σ)
]
, (2.36)
and from the second one the inverse transformations
y˙µ ∼= −2Bµν x˙ν +Gµνx′ν + 4A1µ∆(σ) , (2.37)
y′µ
∼= Gµν x˙ν − 2Bµνx′ν + 4A0µ∆(σ) . (2.38)
Using the expression for the canonical momentum of the original and of the T-dual
theory
πµ ≡ δS
δx˙µ
= κ
[
Gµν x˙
ν−2Bµνx′ν+2A0µ∆(σ)
]
, ⋆πµ ≡ δ
⋆S
δy˙µ
= κ
[
(G−1E )
µν y˙ν−κθµνy′ν+2 ⋆Aµ0∆(σ)
]
,
(2.39)
we can rewrite the transformations (2.36) and (2.38) in the canonical form
κx′µ ∼= ⋆πµ + 2κ ⋆Aµ0∆(σ) , πµ + 2κA0µ∆(σ) ∼= κy′µ . (2.40)
This relation connect momenta and winding numbers.
We can rewrite the transformations (2.35) and (2.37) in the form
−κ x˙µ ∼= ⋆γµ(0) − 2κ ⋆Aµ1∆(σ) , γ(0)µ − 2κA1µ∆(σ) ∼= −κ y˙µ , (2.41)
where γ
(0)
µ is defined in (2.30) and ⋆γ
µ
(0) in (2.31).
It was shown in Ref.[11] that πµ is generator of general coordinate transformations
while x′µ is generator of gauge symmetry. In Ref.[1] T-duality relation between x˙µ and
⋆γµ(0) (as well as between y˙µ and γ
(0)
µ ) has been established. The relations (2.40) and (2.41)
are extension of T-duality to the open string case. The additional Aµ-dependent terms
stem from variations of the arguments of vector background fields.
Note that the momentum πµ and variable γ
(0)
µ (x), as well as ∂αx
µ = {x˙µ, x′µ} are
components of the same world-sheet vector.
παµ ≡
δS
δ∂αxµ
= {πµ, γ(0)µ (x)} . (2.42)
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From now on we will call γ
(0)
µ (x) σ-momentum. We can rewrite relations (2.40) and (2.41)
in the forms
παµ
∼= −κεαβ∂βyµ + 2κηαβAβµ∆(σ) , ⋆παµ ∼= −κεαβ∂βxµ + 2κηαβ⋆Aµβ∆(σ) . (2.43)
Therefore, T-duality interchange Neumann with Dirichlet gauge fields. It also interchange
x˙µ and x′µ with ⋆γµ(0) and
⋆πµ as well as y˙µ and y
′
µ with γ
(0)
µ and πµ.
3 T-dual background fields of open string in double space
Following Refs. [14, 2, 3, 4, 5] we are going to introduce double space in order to offer
simple interpretation of T-dualization as coordinates permutation in double space. Let
us start with T-dual transformation lows (2.32). We can express them in a useful form,
where on the left hand side we put the terms with world-sheet antisymmetric tensor εα
β
(note that ε±
± = ±1)
±∂±yµ ∼= GEµν∂±xν − 2(BG−1)µν∂±yν + 8(Π±G−1)µνA±ν(V )∆(σ) ,
±∂±xµ ∼= 2(G−1B)µν∂±xν + (G−1)µν∂±yν − 4G−1µνA±ν(x)∆(σ) . (3.1)
We can rewrite these T-duality relations in the simple form
∂±Z
M ∼= ±ΩMN
[
HNK ∂±ZK − 2
(
H + σ3Hσ3
)
NK
AK± (Z˘arg)∆(σ)
]
, (3.2)
where we introduced the double coordinates ZM and corresponding arguments of back-
ground fields Z˘arg
ZM =
(
xµ
yµ
)
, Z˘arg =
∣∣∣∣∣ V
µ
xµ
∣∣∣∣∣
D
. (3.3)
Note a different notation for arguments of background fields, introduced in Ref.[3].
The double space coordinate ZM has 2D rows, D components of initial coordinates xµ
in the upper D rows and D components of T-dual coordinates yµ in the lower D rows.
In arguments of background fields Z˘arg in each row there is the complete D dimensional
vector. Rewritten in form of the one column the arguments of background fields are 2D2
dimensional vector.
Because arguments of all background fields in AM± (Z˘arg) and ⋆AK± (⋆Z˘arg) (see (3.10))
are the same in the upper D rows as well as in the lower D rows we can write them in
two component notation as in (3.3). We indicated this with index D.
We also introduced the so called O(D,D) invariant metric ΩMN , the generalized metric
HMN and constant matrix σ3
ΩMN =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, HMN =
(
GEµν −2Bµρ(G−1)ρν
2(G−1)µρBρν (G
−1)µν
)
, (3.4)
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(σ3)M
N =
(
1D 0
0 −1D
)
, (3.5)
and the double gauge fields
AM± (Z˘arg) =
(
⋆Aµ±(V )
A±µ(x)
)
=
(
κ θµν± A±ν(V )
A±µ(x)
)
. (3.6)
Note that as well as in Refs. [14, 2, 3, 4, 5] all coordinates are doubled. It is easy to
check that
HTΩH = Ω , (3.7)
which shows that manifest O(D,D) symmetry is automatically incorporated into theory.
3.1 T-duality in double space along all coordinates
Let us derive expression for T-dual generalized metric and T-dual double gauge fields
following approach of Ref.[3]. Then, beside double space coordinate ZM we should also
transform extended coordinates of the arguments of background fields Z˘arg (3.3). We will
require that the T-duality transformations (3.2) are invariant under transformations of
the double space coordinates ZM and Z˘arg
⋆ZM = ⋆T MNZN , ⋆Z˘arg = ⋆T˘ Z˘arg . (3.8)
We want to offer interpretation for the case where T-dualization has been performed along
all coordinates. So, we are going to exchange all initial with all T-dual coordinates which
is described by the matrices ⋆T and ⋆T˘ of the form
⋆T = Ω2 ⊗ 1D =
(
0 1D
1D 0
)
, ⋆T˘ = Ω2 ⊗ 1D2 =
(
0 1D2
1D2 0
)
. (3.9)
The T-dual coordinates ⋆ZM and ⋆Z˘arg should satisfy the same relation as initial one
(3.2), but in terms of T-dual background fields
∂±
⋆ZM ∼= ±ΩMN
[
⋆HNK ∂±⋆ZK − 2
(
⋆H+ σ3⋆Hσ3
)
NK
⋆AK± (⋆Z˘arg)∆(σ)
]
. (3.10)
This produces the expression for the dual generalized metric and dual double gauge fields
in terms of the initial ones
⋆H ∼= ⋆T H ⋆T , ⋆A±(⋆Z˘arg) ∼= ⋆T A±(Z˘arg) . (3.11)
It is well known [2, 3] that the first relation gives the standard T-dual transformations of
the metric and Kalb-Ramond fields (2.24). Rewriting the second relation in components,
with the help of (2.24) and (3.6) we have
⋆Aµ± ∼= κ θµν± A±ν . (3.12)
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Using expressions (2.11) and the first relation (2.23) we obtain
⋆Aa± ∼= κ θab±A±b = 2 ⋆Πab∓ANb , ⋆Ai± ∼= κ θij±A±j = 2κ θij±Π∓jkG−1kqADq = G−1ijADj .
(3.13)
On the other hand, the T-dual effective fields should have the form (2.27)
⋆Aa± = 2 ⋆Πab∓ ⋆G−1bc ⋆AcD , ⋆Ai± = ⋆AiN . (3.14)
From (3.13) and (3.14) with the help of (2.24) we have
⋆AaD = G
−1ab
E A
N
b ,
⋆AiN = G
−1ijADj . (3.15)
which is just Buscher T-duality relation for vector fields (2.23).
So, inclusion of gauge fields does not change interpretation of T-duality in double
space. It is again replacement of the initial and T-dual coordinates which shows that
these transformations are nonphysical.
3.2 Double space field strength
If in addition to (3.3) we introduce new double fields
Z˜M =
(
x˜µ
y˜µ
)
, ∂M =
(
∂xµ
∂µy
)
, ∂˜M =
(
∂x˜µ
∂µy˜
)
, (3.16)
we can reexpress the field strengths of both initial ant T-dual case (see Eqs.(5.11) and
(7.31) of Ref.[1]) in the form
FMN = ΩMK
(
∂ˆ+K AN+ (Z˘arg)− ∂ˆ−K AN (Z˘arg)
)
=
(
⋆Fµν 0
0 Fµν
)
, (3.17)
where we defined
∂ˆ±M = ∂M ± ∂˜M . (3.18)
4 Example: Three torus with D1-brane in double space
In this section the example of three-torus with D1-brane, considering in the Ref.[1], we will
present in double space. We will show how to perform T-dualization along all coordinates
in double space.
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4.1 Initial theory in double space
We will start with definition of background fields of the initial theory in double space. Let
us denoted the coordinates of the D = 3 dimensional torus by x0, x1, x2 and introduce
nontrivial components of the background fields as
Gµν =


1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1

 , Bµν =


0 B 0
−B 0 0
0 0 0

 . (4.1)
It is easy to find corresponding effective metric and non-commutativity parameter
GEµν =


GE 0 0
0 −GE 0
0 0 −1

 , θµν =


0 θ 0
−θ 0 0
0 0 0

 , (4.2)
where as we defined in [1]
GE ≡ 1− 4B2 , θ ≡ 2B
κGE
. (4.3)
We will also need expression for combination of background fields
θµν± = θ
µν ∓ 1
κ
G−1µνE =


∓ 1
κGE
θ 0
−θ ± 1
κGE
0
0 0 ± 1
κ

 . (4.4)
According to (3.4) it produces
HMN =
(
GEµν −2(BG−1)µν
2(G−1B)µν (G
−1)µν
)
=


GE 0 0 0 2B 0
0 −GE 0 2B 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 2B 0 1 0 0
2B 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1


. (4.5)
Similarly, we have
σ3Hσ3 =
(
GEµν 2(BG
−1)µ
ν
−2(G−1B)µν (G−1)µν
)
=


GE 0 0 0 −2B 0
0 −GE 0 −2B 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 −2B 0 1 0 0
−2B 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1


.(4.6)
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The double space coordinates are
ZM =
(
xµ
yµ
)
=


x0
x1
x2
y0
y1
y2


, Z˘arg =
∣∣∣∣∣ V
µ
xµ
∣∣∣∣∣
D=3
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
V µ
V µ
V µ
xµ
xµ
xµ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (4.7)
while the double gauge field according to (3.6) takes a form
AM± (Z˘arg) =
(
⋆Aµ±(V )
A±µ(x)
)
=
(
κ θµν± A±ν(V )
A±µ(x)
)
=


⋆A0±(V )
⋆A1±(V )
⋆A2±(V )
A±0(x)
A±1(x)
A±2(x)


. (4.8)
Note that dimension of Z˘arg is 2×D2 = 2× 32 = 18.
We will start withD1-brane define with the Dirichlet boundary conditions x
2(τ, σ)/σ=0 =
x2(τ, σ)/σ=π = const. It means that we will work with Neumann background fields A
0
N
and A1N and Dirichlet background field A
2
D and according to our convention we will have
p = 1, a, b ∈ {0, 1} and i, j ∈ {2}.
In terms of initial Neumann and Dirichlet fields we obtain
AM± (Z˘arg) =


∓ 1
GE
AN0 (V ) + κθA
N
1 (V )
−κθAN0 (V )± 1GEAN1 (V )
−AD2 (V )
AN0 (x)
AN1 (x)
∓AD2 (x)


, (4.9)
where we used the second expression (4.2).
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4.2 T-dual theory in double space
On the other hand, for T-dual case we have
⋆AM± (Z˘arg) =
(
A±µ(V )
⋆Aµ±(x)
)
=
(
2Π∓µν
⋆Aν±(V )
⋆Aµ±(x)
)
=


∓ ⋆A0±(V ) + 2B ⋆A1±(V )
−2B ⋆A0±(V )± ⋆A1±(V )
±⋆A2±(V )
⋆A±0(x)
⋆A±1(x)
⋆A±2(x)


,
(4.10)
or with the help of (2.27), in terms of T-dual Neumann and Dirichlet fields
⋆AM± (Z˘arg) =


GE
⋆A0D(V )
−GE⋆A1D(V )
±⋆A2N (V )
∓ ⋆A0D(x)− 2B ⋆A1D(x)
−2B ⋆A0D(x)∓ ⋆A1D(x)
⋆A2N (x)


. (4.11)
Using the second equation (3.11), with the help of (4.9) and (4.11) we obtain
⋆AM± (⋆Z˘arg) =


GE
⋆A0D(x)
−GE⋆A1D(x)
±⋆A2N (x)
∓ ⋆A0D(V )− 2B ⋆A1D(V )
−2B ⋆A0D(V )∓ ⋆A1D(V )
⋆A2N (V )


∼= ⋆T A±(Z˘arg) =


AN0 (x)
AN1 (x)
∓AD2 (x)
∓ 1
GE
AN0 (V ) + κθA
N
1 (V )
−κθAN0 (V )± 1GEAN1 (V )
−AD2 (V )


,
(4.12)
where for this example we have
⋆T =
(
0 13
13 0
)
. (4.13)
Note that transition from Z˘arg to
⋆Z˘arg changes x
µ ↔ V µ while operator ⋆T exchanges
first three with last three rows from eq.(4.9). Expression (4.12) produces just T-duality
relations
⋆A0D =
1
GE
AN0 ,
⋆A1D = −
1
GE
AN1 ,
⋆A2N = −AD2 , (4.14)
in accordance with (2.23), (4.1) and (4.2).
The same relation can be obtained with the help of compact notation which produces
⋆Aµ± ∼= κ θµν± A±ν , (see Eq.(3.12)). According to (2.11) and (2.27) we have respectively
A±0 = AN0 , A±1 = AN1 , A±2 = ∓AD2 , (4.15)
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and
⋆A0± = ∓ ⋆A0D − 2B ⋆A1D , ⋆A1± = −2B ⋆A0D ∓ ⋆A1D , ⋆A2± = ⋆A2N . (4.16)
Then the equation (3.12) takes the form


∓ ⋆A0D − 2B ⋆A1D
−2B ⋆A0D ∓ ⋆A1D
⋆A2N

 =


∓ 1
GE
κθ 0
−κθ ± 1
GE
0
0 0 ±1




AN0
AN1
∓AD2

 =


∓ 1
GE
AN0 + κθA
N
1
−κθAN0 ± 1GEAN1
−AD2

 ,
(4.17)
which again produces relation (4.14).
4.3 Double space field strength
The structure of our example produces γ
(0)
2 = κx
′2 and the action (2.10) takes the form
Sopen[x] = κ
∫
Σ
d2ξ∂+x
µΠ+µν∂−x
ν + 2κ
∫
∂Σ
dτ
(
AN0 [x]x˙
0 +AN1 [x]x˙
1 +AD2 [x]x
′2
)
. (4.18)
Note an unusual coupling of Dirichlet part AD2 with x
′2.
According with (2.18) the non trivial vector background fields are
AN0 (x) = A
0
0 −
1
2
F (a)x1 , AN1 (x) = A
0
1 +
1
2
F (a)x0 , AD2 (x) = A
0
2 −
1
4
F (s)x2 ,(4.19)
where F (a) ≡ F (a)01 = ∂0AN1 − ∂1AN0 and F (s) ≡ F (s)22 = −4 ∂2AD2 . Consequently, the field
strength of the initial theory is
Fµν = F
(a)
µν +
1
2
F (s)µν =


0 F (a) 0
−F (a) 0 0
0 0 12F
(s)

 . (4.20)
Note an unusual expression and unusual appearance of symmetric field strength F (s).
5 Conclusions
In the present article we extended interpretation of T-duality in double space to the case
of open string. This includes consideration of T-duality for the vector gauge fields.
In string theory the gauge fields appear at boundary of the open string. Their role
is to enable complete local gauge symmetries. In fact, there are two important symme-
tries of the closed string theory: local gauge symmetry of the Kalb-Ramond field and
general coordinate transformations. In Ref.[1] we showed that ”restricted general coordi-
nate transformations” (transformations of background fields without transformations of
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the coordinates) are T-dual to local gauge symmetry of the Kalb-Ramond field. Both
symmetries are failed at the open string end-points. The function of gauge fields is to
restore these symmetries at the string end-points.
To each symmetry of the string theory there is appropriate gauge field. As a conse-
quence of the boundary conditions only parts of these gauge fields survive. From gauge
field corresponding to local gauge symmetry of the Kalb-Ramond field the components
along coordinates with Neumann boundary conditions ANa survive. From gauge field
corresponding to restricted general coordinate transformations the components along co-
ordinates with Dirichlet boundary conditions ADi survive. So, the complete vector field is
Aµ = {ANa , ADi }.
In Ref.[1] it was shown that known fact that x′µ is T-dual to πµ produces chain of
T-dualities between: restricted general coordinate transformation and local gauge trans-
formations; vector fields with Neumann ANa and Dirichlet boundary conditions A
D
i .
In the present article we showed that all the above results have simple interpretation in
double space. The double space contains 2D coordinates, D initial xµ and corresponding
D T-dual yµ. The T-dualization of the present article (along all coordinates) corresponds
to the replacement of all initial coordinates xµ with all T-dual coordinates yµ and all
initial arguments of the background fields xµ with all T-dual ones V µ. Such operation
reproduces all results described above. So, in the open string case complete set of T-
duality transformations form the same subgroup of the 2D permutation group as in the
closed string case.
Let us stress that there is essential difference between our approach and that of Double
field theories (DFT) [27, 28]. In DFT there are two coordinates the initial xµ and its
double, denoted as x˜µ. The variable x˜µ corresponds to our yµ but we have additional dual
coordinate y˜µ defined in first relation (2.26).
Consequently, in the double space we are able to represent the backgrounds of all T-
dual open string theories in unified manner as well as in the cases of bosonic [2, 3] and
type II superstring theories [4].
This step is important ingredient in better understanding M-theory. We already ex-
plained the role of double space in interpretation of T-duality and consequently in an
attempt to construct M-theory [4, 5]. The present article is extension of these considera-
tion to the case of open string.
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